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We know we are in the realm of murky metaphysics
by the presence of the weasel words “in virtue of”.

(Oliver 1996: 48)

Varieties of determination
Some things are determined by others. Maria’s smile could not be, it is said, the smile of anyone
else, Sam could not be a son to other than his actual parents, his pain could not exist unexperienced,
his poking his nose could not be the nose-poking of Maria, their kiss could not happen at any other
time or place than when and where it actually did and the ship they built together could not consist
of any other planks of wood than it actually does. Determination relations abound, and they are ill
understood.
Determination is not the same thing as supervenience. Supervenience is a modal notion,1 corre-
sponding roughly to lack of independent variation over modal space. Determination, however, is
not: it is properly intermediate in strength between material and strict implication. What is deter-
mined by something depends on it for its existence, its essence or its nature. As determination is in
many cases contingent, what is determined is made actual, but in many cases not necessitated. Such
determination is ubiquitous in philosophy – not only in metaphysics, but in areas as different as are
the philosophies of language and mind and the philosophy of physics.
Determination comes in at least three varieties: as the determination of the qualitative character
or nature of something (what I call “qualitative determination”), the determination of its essence
(“essential determination”) and, finally, the determination of some thing’s existence (“existential de-
termination”). Qualitative, essential and existential determination is by properties, essences and
particulars respectively: they determine the nature, essence or existence of some things. While the
three kinds of determination are certainly different, they share important features: in all three cases,
the essence of the determiner is given by what it determines. Properties, being essentially qualitative,
are just the kind of thing that determine the qualitative character of things; essences by definition
determine essential properties, while particulars that determine the existence other particulars do
so essentially.
“Ontological dependence” is usually reserved for determination relations of the third kind: events are
thus said to ontologically depend on their participants, non-empty sets on their members, tropes on
their bearers, wholes on their parts, boundaries on what they bound and holes on their hosts. Events,
sets, tropes, wholes, boundaries and holes are thus said to be ontologically dependent entities: they
owe not just their nature or essence, but their entire existence to the things that determine them.
This is not just an accidential feature of them: we cannot know what an event, set, trope, whole,
boundary or hole is without knowing that it is thus dependent. Their dependency ties are part of
what accounts for what they are. In this sense, their determination by others explains, or accounts
for, their metaphysical category. But this does not set existential determination relations apart from

1A class of properties B (read “biology”) supervenes on a class of properties A (“atomic physics”) locally (intra-worldy) iff
it is not possible that two things differ in B- but not in A-properties; they supervene regionally (inter-worldly) iff necessarily,
nothing differs from any possible thing just in its B-, but not in its A-properties; they supervene globally iff global distributions
of A-properties necessitate particular distributions of B-properties – no two things can differ in B-properties without there
being (possibly different) things differing in A-properties.
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qualitative and essential determination: what accounts for the redness of the ball is the property
being red, what accounts for the humanity of Socrates is his essence.
I take all three kinds of determination to be explanatory relations. The notion of explanation in play
here is non-epistemic and non-representational: an explanation, in the sense this word is used here,
is not what helps us understand or what gives us reason to believe a certain proposition, but rather
what fundamentally or ultimately accounts for its truth. Determination relations are the things in the
world that make “in virtue of” claims true such as those given in metaphysical explanations. These
metaphysical explanations are rather special: they are neither causal, nor linguistic, nor evidential,
but are of a specific philosophical kind, providing us with a deeper understanding of a phenomenon
long familiar to us. Philosophers have long been asking questions like “what is it that makes this ball
red?”, “what accounts for Socrates’ being essentially a man?”, “why are some things metaphysically
self-sufficient while others are not?”. These questions should not be confused with the entirely non-
philosophical questions why the ball is red and why Socrates is a man or a substance. To these
questions, answers can be given that derive their credibility from considerations outside metaphysics:
that I painted it red; that his parents were human too; that he could survive in a world all by itself.
Whether or not this is so, is not of concern of philosophy and partly an empirical question, not to
be decided from the philosopher’s armchair. In the armchair, we rather presuppose the truth of the
assertions we try to account for within a metaphysical system.
Determination is ubiquitous in philosophy. It’s influence is to be felt not only in metaphysics, but in
areas as different as are the philosophies of language and mind and the philosophy of physics. Here
is a list of some cases of determination:
Rigid designation : A rigid designator, one might say, is determined by its referent: the name is a

mere tag, without descriptive content, nothing but a name for its bearer: two rigid designators
for the same thing only differ notationally. It therefore seems natural to say that, at least in
paradigmatic cases, the rigid designator is determined by its referent – it is the referent itself,
not any descriptive condition, that tells us how and what the designator is. Language, however,
is conventional, and linguistic signs are differentiated not just by their semantics, but by their
syntax as well. We cannot say, therefore, that names supervene on their referents: there may
be changes in the syntactic-lexical form of a name that leave its semantics untouched.

Truthmaking : Truth supervenes on being – nothing actually true could be false without there
being a difference in being. But what kind of supervenience is in play here? It is not local (intra-
world), for some properties are extrinsic: things can differ with respect to them without there
being a difference in their being. It is not inter-world supervenience neither, for some properties
are relational: they may vary among things in virtue of differences in different, and alien, things.
It is not global supervenience, finally, because some truths are negative or quantified: they can
vary across complete situations, that differ only in that one of them contains some extra stuff.
It is, however, a form of determination.

Resemblance : Do two similar things have something in common? Realists (as this word will here
be used) believe so: ressemblance, according to them, supervenes on or is determined by prop-
erties. But is it the (literal!) sharing of properties that is in question here, or another, more fun-
damental relation between them (exact ressemblance between tropes, e.g.)? And is the deter-
mination always direct, or are some ressemblances more fundamental than others? Properties
determine ressemblance in virtue of exemplifying higher-order properties. Sometimes these
higher-order properties are nil, as when two things have the same lowest determinate prop-
erty. Usually, however, things ressemble by having (different) properties of the same type, as
when two things both have a reddish, but slightly different colour. These types are determined
by the lowest determinable properties, though they are not always necessitated by them.

Universals : Both Aristolianism and Platonism about universals are generic claims – they should
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leave it open what universals exist and by what they are instantiated. A Platonist may well
concede the possibility that, as it happens, all universals are instantiated. He just thinks that
they do not need to be. But how is this to be spelt out? Not as the negation of:

(1) ∀U3∃x(Ux)

While the negation of (1) may be a consequence of the Platonist’s claim (depending on his
views about what possibilities there are), it does not exhaust it: a Platonist may hold the plen-
itudinous view that God decided to have every universal instantiated by at least one possible
object and nevertheless maintain that He was entirely free to do so: nothing in the nature of
universals compelled him to have them instantiated. The disagreement between Aristotelians
and Platonists about the nature of universals does not concern the question whether their exis-
tence is modally correlated with the existence of things instantiating them, but rather is about
what makes universals exist: their instantiations, say the Aristotelians, nothing at all, maintain
the Platonists. The Aristotelian claim is therefore better put thus:

(2) ∀U2U3∃x(Ux)

Properties and qua-objects : Properties are qualitative: they characterise things. Whether Socrates
is white or blue, is determined by Socrates on the one, and the properties of whiteness and blue-
ness on the other hand – but both Socrates and these properties can exist without standing in
an exemplication relation: Socrates may be red, and other things white and blue respectively.
So we do not have supervenience – but it seems that we have determination, at least of a qual-
itative kind. Picasso was more successful as a painter than as a writer. Picasso as a painter was
more successful than Picasso was as a writer, but Picasso was not more successful than Picasso.
By Leibniz’ Law, Picasso as a painter and Picasso are two different objects. Contrary to the
determination of things by their properties, the determination of Picasso as a painter by the
property of being a painter seems essential. But again we do not have supervenience: Picasso
as a painter could have been worse than he actually was while still being a painter.

As a whole, the present course is a defence of the a-modality of a number of determination relations,
and an exploration of ways in which determination relations may hold contingently. The bulk of the
argument concerns two families of claims:

(i) that the “in virtue of” of metaphysics is not usefully analysed in terms of necessity; that deter-
mination is not necessitation;

(ii) that metaphysical “in virtue of” relations may hold contingently; that determination does not
entail necessitation.

Arguments in favour of claims of the form (i) are necessarily inconclusive: in order to make an un-
questionably compelling argument, we would have to appeal to common features of all possible modal
accounts and show their inadequacy. This is doubly impossible: not only do we not have epistemic
access to all possible modal accounts, but they also differ vastly in what conception of necessity, pos-
sibility and necessitation they use. I think, however, that we can nevertheless make recourse to two
relatively general and uncontroversial features of modality that set it apart from the a-modal notions
of determination that will be explored in the following:

• Modality is ‘quantificational’, determination is not.
• Modality is ‘representational’, determination is not.

Modality is quantificational in the following sense: if something is necessarily the case, it is the
case in all possibilities; if something is possibly the case, it is the case in at  least  one possibility.
Necessities are just regularities across modal space. Determination relations are not quantificational
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in this sense: to say that something determines something else (to be such-and-such, to be what it is,
to exist) is to make a claim about existing, actual, present matters. What determines what may well
have a bearing on what is possible for these things and what is not – but it is not itself a claim about
possibilities.

What determination is
We all think, I hope, that our lives might have been different. Presumably, some of us even believe
that they might have had lived the life of another person, living or dead. While of great moral and
social importance, it seems difficult to make philosophical sense of such pre-theoretical opinions.
They revolve around the notion of “determination” – a crucial, but often neglected concept of meta-
physics: I determine how my life is, and my life determines who I am, and nevertheless we enjoy a
certain degree of independence from each other: I could exist without my life, but not without a life
at all; my life could exist without me, but not without anyone living it. Even if I am myself a process
perduring in time, I am not identical to my life (cf. Schnieder 2005), for we have different properties:
my life is long (let us hope), but I am short, my life is boring, but I am not, my life is a life, but I am
not a life, but a person.
A relation close and in many ways analogous to the one between me and my life is the one between
me and my body. My body will be burnt or buried after my death – not me, I hope. I may wish
to have another body and body switch seems a coherent and fascinating metaphysical speculation.
Some rational people believe in resurrection and some actors have body doubles. We have, again, an
intimate dependency, constitution without identity – another case of mutual determination I would
say. I determine my body, my body determines me, but we are to some extent independent of each
other. To make these two claims compatible is part of the philosophical puzzle of determination.
There is an important pattern here, which allows for generalisation. We have, first, the case of
a substance and the process traced by it in space and time, or alternatively, the process and the
substance undergoing it. Second, we have the case of the statue and the lump of matter constituting
it, differing in their modal and temporal persistence conditions. We have, third, ordinary wholes
composed of ordinary parts according to the laws of classical extensional mereology. Fourth, we
have species or kinds and the groups of individuals which share their essential properties. Fifth,
there are types and tokens instantiating them. Sixth, there are universals, e.g. the colour red, and
their particular instances. Seventh, we have abstracta and the concreta, or relative concreta of which
they are abstracted.
The formal similarities between our seven variants of constituency in the broadest sense and our
taste for desert landscapes strongly suggest some sort of reductive project. I will try to gather them
under some substantive notion of abstraction which has the following characteristics:

ontological priority : processes, matter, parts, exemplars, tokens, instances and concreta are on-
tologically more basic than substances, forms, wholes, species, types, properties and abstracta;

dependency relations : substances, forms, wholes, species, types, properties and abstracta de-
pend on their processes, matter, parts, exemplars, tokens, instances and concreta;

essential determination : instances, concreta, tokens, exemplars, parts, matter and processes
could not be what they are and have different properties, abstracta, types, species, wholes,
forms and substances;

individuation : processes, matter, parts, exemplars, tokens, instances and concreta are individu-
ated by and identified with recourse to their substances, forms, wholes, species, types, abstracta
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and properties.

In all cases, we describe the intimate relation between the more and the less fundamental mem-
bers of the pairs using internal or cognate accusatives, having so-called “internal” objects:2 processes
are traced out by their substances, matter is formed by its form, parts are unified by their wholes,
species exemplified by their exemplars, types tokened by their tokens, abstracta concretised by their
concreta and universals instantiated by their instances. These relations are so intimate that many
have doubted that they are relations at all.3 Even granted that it is a relation, are they anything less
than identity? They seem to amount to something close to identity, I surmise, because the relations
of priority and individuation hold in contrary directions: while processes are more basic than their
substances, they are nevertheless individuated by them. So they are conceptually derivative, even if
ontologically more basic.4

According to a standard view of mutual determination, substances, forms, wholes, species, types,
properties and abstracta are, or may be represented by, equivalence classes of their processes, lumps
of matter, parts, exemplars, tokens, instances and concreta. The basic problem with all these theses
is that the relation defining the equivalence classes is not transitive; hence you can construct Sorites
cases:

1. substance/process: substances often come to exist and cease to be by their processes fading in
and withering out (ontological vagueness).

2. form/matter: forms can gradually change their matter (Theseus’ ship).
3. whole/parts: wholes change their parts (Tibbles shedding its hairs).
4. species/exemplars: species evolve and new species come into being (Darwinian evolution vs.

Aristotelian species-essentialism).
5. types/tokens: typehood depends on extrinsic and contingent, often intentional, features (an-

other person with a very different voice repeating what I say).
6. abstracta/concreta: many abstracta change, often gradually (the UN, the average Englishman,

the ideal of a just society).
7. universals/instances: partial ressemblance is not transitive (Goodman’s problems for ressem-

blance nominalism).
In all these cases, it is possible to remedy the situation by choosing as the equivalence relation one
that itself makes essential reference to the type, thereby making the account (not necessarily vi-
ciously) circular. This strategy has important drawbacks, however: not only do we forsake any hope
to account for the one-sided relation of ontological priority, but we also fail to explain the ontological
dependency ties. Neither do we account for the following fact:

property transferal : processes, matter, parts, exemplars, tokens, concreta and instances inherit
some of their properties from their substances, forms, wholes, species, types, abstracta and
properties.

I take this last feature to be the most important of the cases of mutual determination mentioned:
processes have (e.g.) their spatio-temporal properties in  virtue  of being traced out by substances,
the lump of bronze its shape in  virtue  of constituting a certain statue, my arm is alive in  virtue  of

2I am generalising here an interesting observation Schnieder (2005) made about his life and himself.
3This is the view of Williams (1989: 114) and Hyman (2001: 304). Schnieder (2005) offers a decisive rebuttal.
4This has been stressed by Jonathan Bennett (1988: 13): “Our grasp of the idea that a run occurred yesterday comes from

our grasp of the idea that something ran yesterday; our grasp of the idea that there is a picnic in the park comes from our grasp
of the idea that people are sitting around eating and conversing in the park. Someone could have a linguistic / conceptual
upbringing that made him competent in talking about how things behave and where they are when, but stopped short of
equipping him to use the event concept; nobody could have an upbringing that started from the other end and stopped in the
same place.”
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being a part of me, the species Dodo became extinct around 1681 in  virtue  of its last exemplar being
killed, the word type “man” means what it does in  virtue  of its tokens being used in certain ways, the
average Swiss becomes richer in  virtue  of concrete people making real money and the property being
red ressembles being orange more than it does being blue in  virtue  of red things being more similar
to orange things than they are to blue things.
The importance of the “in virtue of” locution to metaphysics becomes even more apparent once
we leave the realm of the rather special case of mutual determination. Most, and most important
cases of determination are essentially one-sided. Maria’s smile, for example, can not only be nothing
else than a smile (a type-token determination relation), but it cannot be anyone other’s smile. It is
determined by Maria, but Maria is not determined by her smile. It is Maria who makes her smile, and
makes her smile the smile it is. Many other making-relations play important rôles in metaphysics:

• a makes it true / necessary that p
• a makes it clear / evident / certain that p
• a makes it probable that p / “probabilizes”p

“Making”-locutions exhibit a great deal of flexibility: not only do we find “a makes it F that p”, but
also the singular “a makes b F ”:

• a makes b exist
• a makes b beautiful / courageous / dainty (“valify”)
• a makes b clear / evident / certain
• a makes b good / obligatory /
• a makes b valuable / admirable / regrettable

There are such examples of non-causal but objectual making closer to home: The flower in her hair,
for example, makes Maria’s smile more charming than it otherwise would be, and the presence of
Roberto makes Maria’s smile to Sam rather inappropriate.
Both “Fa in virtue of b” and “b makes a F ” are closely connected to one species of “Fa because of
Gb”. In cases of property transferal, some sentence of the form “Fa because q” is true, where “q”
ascribes an essential property to a or mentions the essence of F . Mulligan (2006a: 38) calls this the
““because” of essence”, which he claims is required by the essential “because”. The latter, I would
say, is nothing other than essential determination:5

1. my life has the spatio-temporal properties it has because it is traced out by me;
2. the lump of bronze has the shape it has because it constitutes a certain statue;
3. my arm is alive because it is a part of me;
4. the Dodo became extinct because its last exemplar died;
5. the type “man” is true of men because its tokens are used a certain way;
6. the average Swiss becomes richer because the Swiss are making more money;
7. being red ressembles being orange more than it does being blue because red things being more

similar to orange things than they are to blue things.
But even the essential “because” has a confusing variety of uses. We have to distinguish, both with
respect to the explanans and to the explanandum, cases where what is explained / what explains is a fact,
a property or a particular. This gives us nine cases to consider (the explananda arranged horizontally,
the explanantia arranged vertically):

5I do not wish to commit myself to the further claim that if a sentence “Fa because q” with an essential “because” is true,
then “q” is more ontologically fundamental than “Fa” and that a is not ontologically basic (Mulligan 2006b 2007).
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fact that p the property of F -ing the particular a
the fact that q Expl(q,p) F (is what it is) because q a (exists) because q
the property of G-ing 2G p G ⇒ F a (exists) because of G
the particular b 2b p F (is what it is) because of b b ⇒ a

Not for all of these relation types exist expressions in English and for some it is not clear whether
there are any relations instantiating them.6 For the left column, we have “p because q”, “it is true in
virtue of what it is to be an F that p” and “it is true in virtue of the essence of b that p”, while for those
in the middle and the right columns we have to find some more cumbersome locution. Two relation
types stand out, however: the constitution of a property by another (“G ⇒ F ”) and the relation of
ontological dependence (“b ⇒ a”).

Existential determination
Existential determination is a species of ontological dependence, an itself quite mysterious notion.
Ties of ontological dependence hold between what is ontologically basic and that which still exists
but does not exist in a fundamental way. Events are said to depend for their existence upon their
participants, wholes upon their parts, sets upon their members, boundaries upon the things they
bound and holes upon their hosts. Several candidate analyses have been proposed:

1. a is ontologically dependent upon b iff it is not possible that a exists but b does not.
2. a is ontologically dependent upon b iff there is a relation between a and b which is essential to

a.
3. a is ontologically dependent upon b iff it is essential to a that it exists only if b exists.
4. a is ontologically dependent upon b iff b is involved in the existence or identity conditions of

a.
5. a is ontologically dependent upon b iff b is involved in every acceptable real definition of a.
6. a is ontologically dependent upon b iff a exists because b exists.
7. a is ontologically dependent upon b iff a exists in virtue of the fact that b exists.

We will review below the criticism Correia (2002) has made of the first three approaches, which he
dubs “modal-existentialist”, “purely essentialist” and “essentialist-existentialist” respectively.
I do not think that the three kinds of determination – qualitative, essential and existential – are
unconnected. Instead, I will argue for a two-step reduction and argue that

1. every qualitative determination is essential; and that
2. every essential determination is existential.

This, I think, will give us a plausible account of the cases of mutual determination discussed above:
1. Properties are parts of (the sum of) their instances and convey to them some of their properties

(higher-order properties, adverbials). Instances have a qualitative profile and are located with
respect to it.

2. Abstracta are parts of (the sum of) their concreta and convey to them some of their properties
(numerosity). Concreta have a formal profile.

3. Types are parts of (the sum of) their tokens and convey to them some of their properties (su-
pertypes). Tokens have a typehood-profile.

4. Species are parts of (the sum of) their exemplars and convey to them some of their properties
(essential determinations). Exemplars have a biological profile.

6One may reasonable doubt, whether there are particulars that exist because of a property (“a (exists) because of G”),
unless one counts in impure and relational properties – but then the case is more aptly described as one of the the other two
rows in the right column.
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5. Wholes are parts of (the sum of) their parts and convey to them some of their properties
(parthood properties). Parts have a mereological profile.

6. Forms are parts of (the sum of) their matter and convey to them some of their properties
(persistence conditions).

7. Substances are parts of (the sum of) their process and convey to them some of their properties
(identity conditions).

Determination is not a modal notion: it is properly intermediate in strength between material and
strict  implication. It is stronger than mere truth and weaker than necessity because it is truth
grounded in essences of contingently existing things. It is not conditional necessity neither, at least
if this is taken to be a species of necessity, because no suitable antecedent for the modalised clause
can be found. In my view, it is determination, not modality, that is the philosophers’ guide to what
is real and what is fundamental.

The Finean criticism of modal notions of existential depen-
dence
We already mentioned three proposed analyses of the relation of existential dependence, that Cor-
reia (2002) calls “modal-existential” (identifying it with “m-dependence”) (Simons 1987: 295), “purely
essentialist” (identifying it with “i-dependence”) (Lowe (1994), Lowe (1998: 129)) and “essentialist-
existential” (identifying it with “e-dependence”) (Mulligan and Smith (1986: §2.1), Correia (2002:
49–50) attributes it to Fine):

1. a m-depends upon b iff ¬3(a exists ∧¬(b exists ))
2. a i-depends upon b iff ∃R 2a Rab
3. a e-depends upon b iff 2a (a exists → b exists )

As Correia (2002: 41–52) points out in great detail, all three accounts face problems:
1. The modal-existential account makes everything depend upon every necessary existent; and it

makes Socrates depend upon its every set of which he is a member.
2. The purely essentialist approach entails that everything the essence of which ‘involves’ some

thing a depends upon a:7 the property of being identical to Socrates, any mereological sum
including him and my present thought about him will depend upon Socrates.

3. The essentialist-existential approach makes every cause depend on any effect it essentially pro-
duces: if God cannot but create, then He’ll depend for His existence on His creation.8

Several authors have advocated that existential dependence should be spelt out in terms of some non
truth-functional connective:

1. a is ontologically dependent upon b iff a exists in virtue of the fact that b exists (Correia 2002:
54).

2. a is ontologically dependent upon b iff a exists because b exists (Lowe (1998: 145), Schnieder
(2006)).

3. a is ontologically dependent upon b iff necessarily, a needs b to exist (Gorman 1995: 222).
7Correia (2002: 47) frames this criticism a bit differently: according to him, the problem with i-dependence is that it does

not imply m-dependence. I have to rephrase the worry because I do not agree with Correia and Fine that m-dependence is
necessary for existential dependence.

8Cf. Gorman (1995: 219) and Correia (2002: 51). Simons (1982: 134–135) denies that God is necessarily a creator, but
Gorman (1995: 220) is right in pointing out that this should not be decided by a theory of existential dependence. Perhaps
a less controversial example is the “production of necessary accidents by a substance” (Gorman 1995: 222): we may hold, for
example, that a material body essentially has some shape trope, but that it does not depend (not even generically) on trope or
family of tropes.
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I think all these different accounts may be plausibly seen as attemps to explicite a notion of onto-
logical explication or explanation:

The kind of explanatory link which is intended to be involved here is “objective”, inde-
pendent of theories or more generally of ways of looking at matters: the existence of
a explains, or helps explain, the existence of {a}, no matter how we think about a and
about its singleton, an dno matter what we take to be their relationships. (Correia 2002:
53)

Because natural-language “because” locutions exhibit a high degree of indeterminacy, it is plausible
to claim that some semi-technical notion of “p in virtue of the fact that q” or “p because q” captures
the explanandum. But do they more than explicate it? Let us ask the following questions:

(i) Does { Socrates } exist because (or: in virtue of the fact that) Socrates exists?
(ii) Does this particular football match exist because the participating teams exist?

(iii) Does this hole in my cheese exist because the cheese exists?
(iv) Does the type man exist because men exist?

It seems clear that we should give negative answers to at least some of these questions. Proponents of
the explanation strategy, as I will call it, will respond that often other things than facts of existence
do the explaining: it is e.g. not the existence, but the playing football of the teams that explains the
existence of the match, the arrangement of the cheese that explains the hole, etc. This move, how-
ever, weakens the case for a specific metaphysical kind of explanation: if only existence facts would
do the explaining, the ‘metaphysical’ “because” could be identified with this special case; if, on the
other hand, any variety of facts about ontological dependees may occur in metaphysical explanations,
it is much harder to isolate what is specifically metaphysical about these explanations. This worry
becomes particularly pressing if we want, as Schnieder (2006) does, isolate a notion of existential
dependence that allows us to characterise substances as existentially independent entities. How will
we account for causally produced substances? I exist because my parents met / because it rained
some day in January 1975 / because they begot me – and still I am a substance. Schnieder (2006: 412)
tries to get around this difficulty by requiring that the explanatory relation be permanent, but it is
not clear to me that he succeeds.
However this may be, in at least some cases (e.g. (i) and (iv)), existence facts are supposed to be
explanatory in cases of existential dependence. But are they? Consider

(RS) The set of all and only the sets that do not contain themselves exists because the sets
that do not contain themselves exist.

Clearly, (RS) is not true: at least for some sets whether or not exist is explained by other things than
the existence of their members. An analoguous point, I think, holds for the existence of universals
and types: it is illegitimate for a Platonist to ‘explain’ the existence of universals or types just by
pointing out that their exemplifications and instances exist.
It is also doubtful whether the move to partiality helps with the other cases: is it an at least partial
explanation to say that the football match exists because the participating teams do? I doubt so (and
so does Schnieder 2006: 408).
Another possible move is to say that we deal here with a species of (objective) conceptual explanation.
This is the choice of Schnieder (2004 2006) who follows Correia in adopting the explanation strategy:

[“For every set s: s exists, because its members exist.”] derives its explanatory force from
certain relations of conceptual constitution. It is constitutive for the possession of the
concept of a set to have a grasp of the existence conditions of sets. By this grasp we know
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that a set exists if and only if its members do. It is this conceptual fact about the concept
of a set which renders [“For every set s: s exists, because its members exist.”] explana-
tory; the explanandum contains a logically elaborate concept a part of whose constitutive
nature is revealed in the explanans. (Schnieder 2006: 407)

But Schnieder saddles the concept of “what is constitutive for the possession of a concept” with too
much work here. Recall the “sibling” example: is Maria my female sibling because she is my sister or
is she my sister because she is my female sibling? If ontological explanation is irreflexive (Schnieder
2006: 409), at most one of these is true – but it seems quite gratuitous to suppose that there must
be a conceptual fact about female sibling and sister that is hereby revealed.
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